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ABSTRACT 27 

Uncertainty surrounding ohmic tissue conductivity impedes accurate calculation of the electric fields generated 28 

by non-invasive brain stimulation. We present an efficient and generic technique for uncertainty and sensitivity 29 

analyses, which quantifies the reliability of field estimates and identifies the most influential parameters. For this 30 

purpose, we employ a non-intrusive generalized polynomial chaos expansion to compactly approximate the 31 

multidimensional dependency of the field on the conductivities. We demonstrate that the proposed pipeline 32 

yields detailed insight into the uncertainty of field estimates for transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) and 33 

transcranial direct current stimulation (tDCS), identifies the most relevant tissue conductivities, and highlights 34 

characteristic differences between stimulation methods. Specifically, we test the influence of conductivity 35 

variations on (i) the magnitude of the electric field generated at each gray matter location, (ii) its normal 36 

component relative to the cortical sheet, (iii) its overall magnitude (indexed by the 98th percentile), and (iv) its 37 

overall spatial distribution. We show that TMS fields are generally less affected by conductivity variations than 38 

tDCS fields. For both TMS and tDCS, conductivity uncertainty causes much higher uncertainty in the magnitude 39 

as compared to the direction and overall spatial distribution of the electric field. Whereas the TMS fields were 40 

predominantly influenced by gray and white matter conductivity, the tDCS fields were additionally dependent on 41 

skull and scalp conductivities. Comprehensive uncertainty analyses of complex systems achieved by the 42 

proposed technique are not possible with classical methods, such as Monte Carlo sampling, without extreme 43 

computational effort. In addition, our method has the advantages of directly yielding interpretable and intuitive 44 

output metrics and of being easily adaptable to new problems. 45 

 46 

KEYWORDS 47 

Non-invasive brain stimulation; Numerical methods; Sensitivity analysis; Transcranial magnetic stimulation; 48 

Transcranial direct current stimulation; Uncertainty analysis 49 

  50 
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Figure 1: Principled approach to uncertainty and sensitivity analysis using the non-intrusive generalized 
polynomial chaos method (gPC). Distributions are defined for the input parameters and efficient sampling of 
the model allows to expand the solution (here the electric field) with orthogonal polynomial basis functions. 
The gPC yields the output distributions including the statistical moments as well as their sensitivity with 
respect to the input parameters. 

INTRODUCTION 51 

Transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) and transcranial direct current stimulation (tDCS) are two popular non-52 

invasive neurostimulation techniques. For an accurate prediction of the neural effect of such stimulation, we 53 

need to accurately estimate the electric field induced in the brain. To achieve this, numerical techniques such as 54 

the finite element method (FEM) are required due to the complex structure of the brain [Windhoff et al. (2013), 55 

Opitz et al. (2015)]. These techniques rely on knowledge of the electrical conductivities of the head tissues to be 56 

incorporated in the simulations. However, reliable measurements of these conductivities are difficult to obtain 57 

and the results vary considerably between experimental conditions, subjects, and even repetitions of the same 58 

experiment [Geddes and Baker (1967), Gabriel et al. (1996)]. A recent in-vivo validation study by Huang et al. 59 

[Huang et al. (2017), Huang et al. (2018)] showed that conductivity optimization yields values that are 60 

comparable to standard values reported in the literature, e.g. for skull ~0.02 S/m, for scalp ~0.2 S/m, and for 61 

white matter ~0.38 S/m [Huang et al. (2018)]. However, the optimal values varied considerably between 62 

subjects. For these reasons, one needs to systematically analyze how the uncertainty in tissue conductivity 63 

translates into an uncertainty of the predicted electric field. As we have many tissues with uncertain conductivity 64 

in the head, we are challenged by having to analyze a transfer function in a large multidimensional space. 65 
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Therefore, doing this in the classical way, such as using a naïve Monte Carlo approach would require producing 66 

many samples of the computationally expensive FEM models. Here, we describe a principled approach for 67 

uncertainty quantification based on a non-intrusive generalized polynomial chaos (gPC) expansion [Wiener 68 

(1938), Ghanem et al. (2016)] to bypass the aforementioned difficulties. We quantify the uncertainty of the 69 

electric field caused by the given uncertainties of the tissue conductivities, based on an accurate and effective 70 

polynomial surrogate of the transfer function (or functional dependence) between conductivities and fields 71 

[Weise et al. (2015), Codecasa et al. (2016), Schmidt et al. (2015)]. The non-intrusive gPC approach used in the 72 

current framework is schematically illustrated in Fig. 1. 73 

In this report, we first describe in detail the methodology of the proposed approach. Then we provide and discuss 74 

three illustrative examples in order to demonstrate the usefulness and descriptive power of the method in 75 

characterizing the fields generated by TMS and tDCS. Finally, we briefly discuss possible generalizations and 76 

extensions of the techniques to emphasize its potential as a widely applicable tool for model assessment and 77 

optimization. 78 

 79 

METHODS 80 

The calculations of the electric field, in both TMS and tDCS, were conducted with SimNIBS [Thielscher et al. 81 

(2015)] using a high-resolution finite element model (Fig. 2a). The model consists of tetrahedral elements with 82 

an average size of about 1 mm³, resulting in 4.1 ∙ 10� tetrahedra and 7.2 ∙ 10	 vertices. The model was used 83 

together with the Finite Element Method (FEM) with linear elements to calculate the electric potentials and 84 

subsequently the electric fields. Details of the construction of the model and of the FEM calculations can be 85 

found in [Nielsen et al. (2018), Windhoff et al. (2013)]. The investigated setups are shown in Fig. 2c-e. A non-86 

intrusive gPC, implemented in SimNIBS, treats the problem as a black box, that is, it can be applied without any 87 

explicit description of the original transfer function that maps the input parameters 
, (here: tissue conductivities 88 

� = ��, … , �����) (input) to the electric field ���, �� or any other quantity of interest ��
� (output). 89 

This renders the method widely applicable, irrespective of any implementation details of the original problem 90 

[Xiu (2010), Ghanem and Spanos (1991)]. 91 

Our initial aim was to describe the uncertainty of the electric field ���, ��, where � are the center of the 92 

tetrahedra of the mesh representation of gray matter, depending on the uncertainties of the tissue conductivities 93 

�. That is, we needed to determine the probability density function (PDF) �����, ���, considering that the 94 

conductivities � are uncertain. The calculation of the PDF involves a large number of function evaluations. 95 

However, as field calculations are computationally expensive, a simplified representation of the quantity of 96 
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interest ��
�, in this case the electric field ���, ��, can drastically improve the computational efficiency. A 97 

suitable choice to approximate the transfer function is a set of orthogonal polynomials that can span the entire 98 

function space. The uncertain tissue conductivities are modeled as mutually independent random variables, 99 

described by PDFs with finite variances (e.g., normal, �, or boxcar distributions).  100 

Each PDF ������ has to be defined such that it reflects the available measurements of each conductivity 101 

parameter �� in the best possible way. Here, we used �-distributions in intervals � � , !��, characterized by the 102 

shape parameters �� and "�: 103 

 104 

������ = �!� −  ����$%�&% '�$%(&%�'�$%�'�&%� ��� −  ��$%���!� − ���&%��   (1) 105 
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The parameters assigned to the different tissues are listed in Table 1 and the associated PDFs are shown in 106 

Fig. 2b. The distribution type is chosen due to a lack of reliable information about the actual distribution. A bell 107 

shaped PDF is expected according to the central limit theorem, and the beta distribution resembles a Gaussian 108 

distribution while being bounded at the same time (i.e. negative conductivities are prohibited). The ranges are 109 

selected to robustly model the values reported in the available literature. Only experiments were considered, 110 

which measured relatively fresh or live tissue (preferably human) at low frequencies (0-100 kHz) near body 111 

temperature. 112 

The core concept of the gPC is to find a functional dependence between the random variables 
 (such as the 113 

conductivities) and the quantity of interest � (such as the electric field at a set of points) by means of an 114 

orthogonal polynomial basis Ψ: 115 

 
 
Figure 2: Simulation setup.  (a) Isotropic head model featuring six different tissue types (colors), discretized 
into 4.1 ∙ 10� tetrahedra and 7.2 ∙ 10	 vertices (average size about 1 mm³).  (b) Symmetric beta distributions 
representing the probability density functions of the tissue conductivities, plotted on a double logarithmic 
scale. The three investigated non-invasive brain stimulation setups (c) TMS, (d) “standard” tDCS, and (e) 
“focal” tDCS. 
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 116 

��
� ≈ ∑ ,-Ψ- �
�-∈ � .     (2) 117 

 118 

The functions Ψ/�
� = ∏ 12%� �3����4�  are the joint polynomial basis functions of the gPC. They are composed of 119 

polynomials 12%� �3�� which are separately defined for each random variable. The polynomials are chosen to be 120 

orthogonal in the normed spaced induced by the PDFs ������ [Askey and Wilson (1985)]. The multi-index - of 121 

the joint basis function includes the degrees of the individual polynomials. Along with the construction of the 122 

polynomial basis, the gPC coefficients ,-  that can be used to best approximate the quantity of interest are 123 

determined (see section S.2 in the supplementary material for a more detailed description). As a result, an 124 

polynomial surrogate of ��
� as a function of the random input parameters 
 is derived. This enables 125 

computationally efficient investigations of their statistics. The applicability of the gPC depends on the type of 126 

transfer function to be approximated, that is, the function relating the random variables to the quantity of interest. 127 

In its classical form, the gPC is suitable to approximate continuous and smooth transfer functions. This condition 128 

is fulfilled here since the gPC is applied to the electric field in every finite element separately, considering 129 

continuous changes in the electrical conductivities. 130 

In the current work, the gPC expansion was calculated by drawing samples from the variables 
, in our case the 131 

conductivities �, according to their probability distributions ���3�� and then calculating their corresponding 132 

quantity of interest ��
�, such as the electric fields in the positions �, ���, ��. Starting from a set of basis 133 

functions 5-�6�, a regression method was used to obtain the gPC coefficients ,-  based on a set of values for 
 134 

Table 1: Limits of the electrical conductivities assigned to the different tissue types. All conductivities are 
modeled as symmetric bell shaped �-distributions with shape parameters � = " = 3. All values in S/m. 
 

Tissue Min Max Reference 

White matter (WM) 0.1 0.4 
Li et al. (1968) 

Nicholson (1965) 
Akhtari (2010) 

 Gray matter (GM) 0.1 0.6 

Li et al. (1968) 
Ranck (1963) 

Logothetis et al. (2007) 
Yedlin et al. (1974) 

Cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) 1.2 1.8 
Gabriel et al. (2009) 

Baumann et al. (1997) 
Spongy bone (SB) 0.015 0.040 Akhtari et al. (2002) 

Compact bone (CB) 0.003 0.012 
Akhtari et al. (2002) 
Tang et al. (2008) 

Scalp (S) 0.2 0.5 
Gabriel et al. (2009) 

Yamamoto and Yamamoto (1976) 
Burger and Milaan (1943) 
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and ��
�. The regression is described in detail in section S.2 of the supplementary material. Afterwards, the error 135 

between the gPC approximation and the transfer function ��
� is estimated using a k-fold cross validation 136 

scheme, described in Section S.3 of the supplementary material. If the error remained large, we added more 137 

polynomials to the gPC basis 5-�6�, drew new samples of the random variables 
 according to their probability 138 

distributions, and calculated new values of the quantity of interest ��
�, the regression coefficients ,- , and 139 

updated the error estimate. Based on the data shown in Figure S.3 of the supplementary material, the number of 140 

samples of the random variable 
, and consequently of the quantity of interest per polynomial added to the gPC 141 

basis, was set to be twice as high as the number of basis functions �8 = 9:; = 2�, unless otherwise noted.  We 142 

called this approach “Adaptive gPC”. The algorithm is described in more detail in Section S.3 of the 143 

supplementary material and validated in Section S.4. The adaptive nature of the algorithm allows the use of the 144 

underlying structure of the problem to quickly determine a reliable set of polynomial basis and coefficients to 145 

approximate the transfer function, with minimal human input needed while counteracting overfitting by 146 

producing error estimates via cross validation. This is a significant advantage over the classical way to perform 147 

gPC, where the investigator has to manually select a set of polynomials for the expansion, as for example in 148 

Weise et al. (2015). Unless mentioned otherwise, the adaptive algorithm was run until it reached a relative error 149 

of <� < 10�>. This means that the quantities of interest obtained by the gPC approximation, at arbitrary sampling 150 

points, are in agreement up to a deviation of about 0.1% with respect to the ones obtained by the original model. 151 

This error rate has been chosen to be small so that the errors obtained with the polynomial representation of the 152 

transfer function can be neglected for the analysis of the statistical quantities. 153 

Previous studies have compared regression, quadrature, and interpolation based approaches [Ghanem et al. 154 

(2016), Weise et al. (2015)]. It was shown that interpolation and quadrature-based approaches, which use 155 

optimal grids with respect to the polynomial families, perform better than regression based gPC, considering the 156 

same computational grids. However, this advantage must be balanced against another crucial problem – the 157 

correct choice of the approximation order. For non-adaptive approaches with fixed grids, one has to choose the 158 

approximation order in advance, which may lead to under- or overfitting and the possibility of using too few or 159 

too many sampling points. On the other hand, using adaptive schemes provides an elegant way to overcome this 160 

problem and prevent overfitting. Quadrature based adaptive gPC approaches require nested quadrature rules such 161 

as Clenshaw-Curtis, which involve an exponential increase in grid size, a method such as Smolyak’s to produce 162 

sparse grids [Smolyak (1963)], and an expansion rule such as the one proposed in Gerstner and Griebel (2003). 163 

The possibility to define different types of probability density functions, and hence different polynomial 164 

families, for each random variable requires complex algorithms to extend the grid in every iteration [Agarwal 165 
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and Aluru (2011)]. In contrast, regression based gPC approaches are far more flexible in this concern. They do 166 

not require any particularly structured grid to determine the gPC coefficients. For these reasons, we opted for an 167 

adaptive gPC algorithm based on regression approaches to iteratively construct the gPC basis.  168 

Once a polynomial surrogate of the quantities of interest is derived using gPC, several statistical quantities can 169 

be calculated directly from the coefficients of the polynomial expansion. For example, the expectation (i.e., 170 

mean) ? and variance @ are determined by: 171 

 172 

? = ,-A       (3) 173 

@ = ∑ �,-�B-∈A \-C .                   (4) 174 

 175 

The relative standard deviation (RSD) with respect to the expectation is then given by RSD = √@ ?⁄  and 176 

computed position-wise. 177 

For a more complete description of the output PDFs of the electric field, the gPC model has to be sampled using 178 

traditional Monte Carlo methods. However, this is possible without much computational effort, because the 179 

evaluation of the polynomial description is far less time consuming than the original finite element computation. 180 

Typically, it is not a problem to draw 10� or more samples. The drawn samples can be fit to appropriate 181 

distributions in order to parameterize the PDFs for further evaluations, such as statistical tests. 182 

GPC enables comprehensive analyses to quantify the sensitivity of a system’s output with respect to its input 183 

parameters and their uncertainties, and thus to identify the parameters that contribute most to the uncertainty of 184 

the output variables. We outline two commonly used measures, namely Sobol indices and global derivative-185 

based sensitivity coefficients. The Sobol indices I��J� decompose the total variance @ of the quantity of interest 186 

into components that can be attributed to individual random variables 3K or combinations thereof [Sobol (2001), 187 

Sudret (2008)]. For each I��J�, we summed the squared coefficients ,-L , whose multi-indices - belonged to the 188 

set M� with non-zero values only for the 3� 	 of interest. 189 

 190 

 I��J� = �O∑ �,- �B-∈P% .     (5) 191 

 192 

For example, if we want the Sobol coefficient Q��J�, we select M� = RS1, 0, … , 0T, … , SU, 0, … , 0TV. The Sobol 193 

indices were normalized with respect to the total variance @ and consequently add up to one. In some cases 194 

however, it is advantageous to omit this normalization, especially in cases where variances and mean values of 195 
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Figure 3: Graphical representation of (a) the Sobol indices and (b) the expected global derivative based 
sensitivity coefficients. The Sobol indices quantify the variation of the transfer function (red curve), while 
the derivative-based sensitivity coefficients provide information about the average derivative over the range 
of input parameters. Both are weighted with the corresponding probability density functions of the input 
parameters. 

different orders of magnitude are investigated at the same time, which is the case for field distributions at, e.g.,  196 

points with high or almost negligible field intensity. Importantly, Sobol indices reflect the combined effect of the 197 

uncertainty of the input parameter and the dependence between the input and output parameters. For example, a 198 

low Sobol index could be due to a low uncertainty of the input parameter, a low sensitivity of the output towards 199 

the input parameter, or both. As such, Sobol indices are well suited to identify the most important input 200 

parameters given our actual (or assumed) knowledge about them. 201 

On the other hand, the global derivative-based sensitivity coefficients I��W� are measures of the average change of 202 

the quantity of interest (here: the electric field) with respect to the i-th random variable. They are determined by 203 

means of the gPC-coefficients and the corresponding partial derivatives of the basis functions [Xiu (2009)]: 204 

 205 

I��W� = X YW��
�WZ% [ = ∑ ,--∈� % \ W]- �
�WZ% ��
�d
_    (6) 206 

In contrast to the Sobol indices, which are stochastic sensitivity measures, derivative-based sensitivity 207 

coefficients are deterministic. Analyzing both at the same time may be beneficial since they feature different 208 

advantages and disadvantages, as illustrated in Fig. 3. The Sobol index, shown on the left, measures the variance 209 

of an output variable due to the variance of an input variable. It is thus sensitive to any sort of relationship 210 

between the two variables, which neither needs to be monotonic nor linear and, strictly speaking, not even 211 

deterministic (although, in our case, it is). On the other hand, the global derivative reflects the average (linear) 212 

sensitivity of an output variable towards an input variable over the range of the input variable. Hence, it is only 213 

sensitive to the linear part of the transfer function. A periodic transfer function, for example, would on average 214 
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show a very low derivative-based sensitivity, whereas the Sobol indices would reveal the actual variation. This 215 

being a restriction, derivative-based sensitivities have the advantage that they allow for conclusions on the 216 

direction of the influence (proportional or inversely proportional). 217 

Due to the computationally compact representation of the transfer function by gPC, the uncertainty and 218 

sensitivity analyses can be efficiently extended to cover a range of complementary quantities of interest. Here, 219 

we consider location-wise parameters: (i) the electric field magnitude at each gray matter location and (ii) its 220 

normal component relative to the cortical sheet1, as well as global parameters: (iii) the 98th percentile of the 221 

electric field magnitude as a proxy for stimulation dosage, and (iv) the overall spatial distribution of the field in 222 

the gray matter. 223 

For the location-wise field magnitudes and the normal components we interpolated the electric field at the 224 

2.9 ∙ 10			vertices of a surface located in the middle layer of gray matter, obtained with FreeSurfer 6.0. The 225 

interpolation of the electric fields was performed by first determining the electric field at the nodes of the gray 226 

matter volume using the super-convergent patch recovery [Zienkiewicz and Zhu (1992)] and subsequently 227 

interpolating the electric field in the nodes of the middle gray matter surface using linear interpolation. For the 228 

nodal recovery step, only the electric field values inside gray matter were used. In this way, we improved on the 229 

discontinuous gradients of the FEM solutions, and obtained more precise values for the electric field in the 230 

region. We determined the electric field magnitude and the normal component of the interpolated electric fields 231 

and used the gPC to determine their mean values, the overall uncertainty (variance or relative standard 232 

deviation), and their partial uncertainties due to each uncertain tissue conductivity (Sobol indices and global 233 

derivatives). For assessing the achievable stimulation strength, we computed the 98th percentile of the field 234 

magnitude, which corresponds to the field magnitude that is exceeded in an area of about 40 cm². The 235 

uncertainty of this value is characterized by computing its distribution and Sobol coefficients. 236 

In order to characterize the impact of the conductivities on the field pattern we used the relative difference 237 

measure (RDM) [Meijs et al. (1989)] as an index of the difference between the field distribution, for some 238 

specific combination of tissue conductivities, and the electric field arising from the mean values of the model 239 

parameters:  240 

abc�d̅, d̅f� = g∑ h i%ji̅k∙i̅ − il,%mi̅lk∙i̅ln
L

�      (7) 241 

                                                 
1 This component is crucial for the stimulation mechanism, that is, which structures (axons, dendrites) are 
actually depolarized or hyperpolarized. 
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The vector d̅ with the elements d� (o = 1…3pqrq) is the linear concatenation of the electric field vectors in all 242 

tetrahedra centers of GM for the parameter combination under investigation, while d̅f contains the respective 243 

values for the reference configuration. In this way, the RDM directly addresses the electric field components and 244 

allows the assessment of the impact of conductivity uncertainties on the spatial stimulation patterns, irrespective 245 

of the absolute field strengths. We determined the expected variation of the field distribution, arising from the 246 

conductivity uncertainties, by calculating the probability density function (pdf) of the RDM. In addition, we 247 

identified the conductivities with the strongest influence on the RDM using the Sobol indices. 248 

Three non-invasive brain stimulation setups were investigated as shown in Fig. 2c-e, namely, TMS, standard 249 

tDCS and focal tDCS. For TMS, the coil position was above the left motor cortex. A typical figure-8 coil 250 

(Magstim 70 mm) was centered above the hand knob of the precentral gyrus, with the coil handle pointing to the 251 

anterior direction. A normalized rate of change of the coil current of st/sv = 1	A/μy was used. Please note that 252 

our conclusions do not depend on this choice, and that the results can be easily rescaled to give the field 253 

strengths at, e.g. average motor threshold [Thielscher and Kammer (2002)]. 254 

For standard tDCS, a motor cortex montage was used with one electrode pad above the left hand knob (5x5 cm²; 255 

4 mm gel and 4 mm rubber layers, with conductivities 1 S/m and 0.1 S/m) and a second electrode pad over the 256 

right supraorbital region (5 × 7 cm²; 4 mm gel and 4 mm rubber layers, with conductivities 1 S/m and 0.1 S/m). 257 

For each of the electrodes, the upper surface was set to a fixed potential corresponding to the Dirichlet boundary 258 

conditions, and the results were later scaled to ensure a current of 1 mA. For the “focal” tDCS setup, a motor 259 

cortex montage was used with a central round electrode pad (2 cm diameter; 4 mm gel and 4 mm rubber layers, 260 

with conductivities 1 S/m and 0.1 S/m) and a surrounding ring electrode (7.5 cm and 10 cm inner and outer 261 

diameters; 4 mm gel and 4 mm rubber layers, with conductivities 1 S/m and 0.1 S/m). 262 

 263 

 264 

 265 

 266 

RESULTS 267 

Overview 268 

We will start with a general overview of the results before presenting the findings for each of the three examples 269 

in more detail. The gPC converged after 58 (TMS), 292 (focal tDCS), and 176 (standard tDCS) FEM 270 

simulations. The gPC matrices 5� in the last step of the adaptive algorithm were of size p × U� = 58 × 29�	 271 

(TMS), 292 × 146� (focal tDCS), and 176 × 88� (standard tDCS) and thus invertible with moderate 272 
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computational cost in a short time. The maximum polynomial orders of the basis obtained with the adaptive 273 

algorithm are shown in Table 2.  274 

We interpolated the electric fields obtained during the expansion of ���, �� in a middle layer of gray matter, 275 

calculated the field strength and normal component and expanded these quantities using the same set of 276 

polynomials as used for the original expansion. The cross-validation errors of the resulting expansions were 277 

< 1.5 ∙ 10�> for all modalities and both quantities of interest.  278 
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The remaining calculation steps only involved matrix-matrix multiplications with the coefficient matrices ~� 279 

and the solution matrices ��. The coefficient matrices ~� were of size 29 × 287666� (TMS), 146 × 287666� 280 

(focal tDCS), and 88 × 287666� (standard tDCS), and the solution matrices �� were of size 58 × 287666� 281 

(TMS), 292 × 287666� (focal tDCS), and 176 × 287666� (standard tDCS). Fig. 4 illustrates electric field 282 

strength in a given position (chosen to be the one with the mean electric field strength closest to the 99th 283 

percentile), as a function of grey and white matter conductivities. In the first column, we see the values obtained 284 

from sampling the FEM model, and in the second column, values obtained from sampling the gPC model. We 285 

can see that both yield very similar results, and divergences tend to happen mostly in low probability regions, as 286 

shown in the difference plots (right column). The expected (mean) field strengths in middle cortical sheet are 287 

shown in Fig. 5a, and their uncertainty is characterized by the relative standard deviation (RSD) and overall 288 

variance (VAR; Fig. 5a and top row of 5b). The individual contributions of the conductivity uncertainties to the 289 

overall variance are represented by the Sobol indices (Fig. 5b). In addition, they are characterized by the global-290 

derivative-based sensitivity coefficients in Fig. 6. Both measures convey similar information. Whereas the Sobol 291 

Table 3: Maximum polynomial orders and interaction orders of the polynomial basis 
obtained with the adaptive algorithm for the RDM expansion. For an explanation of the 
items in the table, please refer to Table 2. 
 

Simulation 
Maximum 
Polynomial 

Order 

Maximum 
Interaction 

Order 
TMS 18 3 

Focal tDCS 11 3 

Standard tDCS 20 4 

 

Table 2: Maximum polynomial orders and interaction orders of the polynomial basis 
obtained for the gPC expansion of the electric field with the adaptive algorithm. The 
maximum polynomial order was defined as the maximum order of any individual 
polynomial 12%� , and the maximum interaction order is the maximum number of different 
variables involved in a polynomial basis 5-. For example, if we have the set of multi-
indices 
A	=	S-�=		S0,	0,	0T,	-L=			S1,	0,	0T,	->=		S0,	1,		0T,	-�=		S1,1,	0T,	-	=		S2,	0,0T,	-�=		S3,	0,0T	T
,the maximum polynomial order will be 3, due to the term -�,	where the first polynomial 
is of degree 3, and its maximum interaction order 2, due to the term -�, where the first 
and second random variable interact 
 

Simulation 
Maximum 
Polynomial 

Order 

Maximum 
Interaction 

Order 
TMS 5 2 

Focal tDCS 8 4 

Standard tDCS 6 3 
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indices are intuitively interpretable as portions of the overall variance, the sensitivity coefficients have the 292 

advantage that they convey directional information. 293 

The 98th percentiles were also calculated using the field interpolated at the middle layer of gray matter. For this 294 

quantity, using the same set of polynomials as for the expansion of ���, ��, we obtained cross validation results 295 

< 1.6 ∙ 10�>. Fig. 7 shows how the electric field strength, that is exceeded on a cortical area of about 40 cm², is 296 

affected by the conductivity uncertainties. It can be seen that the relative standard deviation for TMS is much 297 

smaller than that of tDCS, meaning that uncertainties in the tissue conductivity values affect the TMS electric 298 

fields less than the tDCS electric fields. 299 

The effects of stimulation are not only dependent on the field strength, but also on the field direction. Therefore, 300 

Fig. 8 depicts the results of the gPC analysis for the normal component of the electric field, showing similar 301 

dependencies as in case of the magnitude of the electric field.  302 

Finally, the influence of conductivity variations on the overall field pattern was quantified by means of a gPC 303 

analysis with the RDM as the quantity of interest. However, by performing the gPC using the same set of 304 

simulations and polynomials as for ���, ��, as done in the previous cases, we obtained large cross-validation 305 

errors in the order of 4 ∙ 10��. To obtain a reliable RDM gPC approximation, we applied the adaptive algorithm 306 

limiting the number of simulations to 1000. The ratio of samples per polynomial was increased from 2 to 5, and 307 

the coefficients were calculated using Tikhonov regularized regression. After these modifications, the errors 308 

decreased to 4.5 ∙ 10�L for TMS, 5.7 ∙ 10�L for the focal tDCS and 5.7 ∙ 10�L for standard tDCS. The 309 

polynomial orders for the RDM expansions are shown in Table 3. During the analysis, the conductivities of GM 310 

and WM were identified as the most important model parameters. Because the gPC of the RDM was more 311 

intricate than for the electric field, we also re-evaluated the model fit by systematically sampling across ��� and 312 

���, while keeping the other conductivities at their mean values. This is illustrated in Fig. 9, showing that a low 313 

RDM occurs as long as the ratio between GM and WM conductivities is within a certain (quite broad) range. It 314 

can be observed that the gPC is more accurate in the center of the parameter space, where the joint probability 315 

density is highest. As in figure 4, the most significant errors happen in the corner regions. Conductivity values in 316 

this region are highly unlikely, as indicated by the the 99th and 99.9th percentile boundaries, highlighted by 317 

dashed lines in the figure. 318 

The probability density functions (pdf) of the RDM are shown in Fig. 10. In order to convey a visual impression 319 

of the severity of the expected field pattern changes, as revealed by the pdfs, exemplary field patterns for an 320 

RDM of 0.2 are shown. In addition, the normalized Sobol indices are depicted in Fig. 11 to provide more 321 

detailed insight into the composition of the variance of the RDM. 322 
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 323 

TMS 324 

For TMS, the mean of the electric field (Fig. 5a) shows a focal distribution on the gyral crowns. RSD and VAR 325 

(Fig. 5a and b) reveal a much higher uncertainty in the sulcal walls (20–25%) than on the gyral crowns (<5%). 326 

The Sobol indices (Fig. 5b) show that the uncertainties of GM and WM conductivities are the main sources of 327 

the uncertainty of the electric field strength, explaining approximately 75% and 23% of VAR, respectively. The 328 

remaining tissues play a minor role. 329 

The results of the global-derivative-based sensitivity (Fig. 6) confirm these findings and additionally reveal the 330 

directionality of the effects. For example, an increased conductivity of WM results in an increase of the electric 331 

field in GM, which indicates a direct proportionality (positive derivative, red color). In contrast, an increase in 332 

GM conductivity reduces the field magnitude, which indicates an inverse relationship (negative derivative, blue 333 

color). These effects can be explained by the law of current conservation and Ohm’s law. Increasing GM 334 

conductivity decreases the electric potential drop and therefore the electric field strength in GM. Interestingly, 335 

increasing the conductivity of neighboring WM increases the electric field in GM. Considering Ohm’s law, it is 336 

expected that an increase in conductivity will increase the current density in the respective domain. In the 337 

presence of boundaries however, the law of current conservation has to be fulfilled, i.e. the normal component of 338 

the current density has to be continuous, which leads to an increase of the electric field in neighboring domains. 339 

For the 98th percentile of the field magnitude, the standard deviation is only about 5.6 % of the mean, and the 340 

Sobol indices reveal, in accordance to the location-wise results above, that almost all of the variance is due to 341 

GM and WM conductivity uncertainties. 342 

The results for the normal component of the electric field (Fig. 8) show that misestimating the conductivities can 343 

result in deviations in the sulcal walls where the normal component is high. The main contributors to the 344 

deviations were again GM and WM conductivity uncertainties. 345 

The probability density function of the RDM shown in Fig. 10 indicates that the influence of the conductivities 346 

on the pattern of the electric field was small. More specifically, it is very unlikely that the RDM would exceed a 347 

value of 0.25. Additionally, the normal and tangential components of the electric field are shown in order to get a 348 

visual impression on how the electric field patterns differ between the reference solution considering the mean 349 

conductivities and a conductivity combination resulting in an RDM of 0.2. Both field maps are normalized to 350 

their respective maxima, since the RDM quantifies differences in field shape and not in magnitude. Contrary to 351 

expectations, the actual field pattern was only weakly influenced by conductivity variations, even when 352 

considering a worst case scenario of conductivity combinations resulting in an RDM of 0.2. The similarity 353 
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between both field solutions shows that the conductivities only weakly influence the actual spatial pattern of the 354 

field, in contrast to the field magnitude generated in the cortex as observed in Fig. 5. 355 

Inspecting the Sobol indices (Fig. 11) reveals that only the GM and WM conductivities notably influence the 356 

RDM. Interestingly, a substantial part of the variance is explained by the interaction between these two. 357 

 358 

Focal tDCS 359 

The mean distribution of the electric field for focal tDCS resembles the one of TMS (Fig. 5), but the  uncertainty 360 

is generally higher. The RSD for the field magnitude was high in the sulcal fundi (~33%) and on the gyral 361 

crowns (~27%). The variance showed a similar pattern. The Sobol indices revealed that the main contributors to 362 

the variance were the uncertainties of the conductivities of compact bone (~40%), GM (~30%), and scalp 363 

(~25%), minor contributions came from WM (~3%) and CSF (~2%). Similar results were obtained for the 364 

global-derivative-based sensitivities shown in Fig. 6, which underline that the conductivities of compact bone, 365 

GM and scalp have the strongest influence on the field strength. Expectedly, increases in compact bone 366 

conductivity led to increases of the electric field in GM, as more current passes through bone in that case. In 367 

contrast, an increase in scalp conductivity tends to “short circuit” or “shunt” the current along the head surface 368 

and in consequence decreases the electric field. These effects were mainly present at the gyral crowns below the 369 

central electrode.  370 

The standard deviation of the 98th percentile of the magnitude was about 23.5 % of the mean, which is much 371 

larger than the uncertainty found for TMS. The Sobol indices confirmed the findings for the location-wise results 372 

(significant contributions by GM, compact bone and skin). 373 

The results for the normal component of the electric field are shown in Fig. 8. In contrast to TMS, it can be 374 

observed that the normal component was primarily uncertain on the gyral crowns, where for this modality the 375 

normal component is highest. The main contributors were again the conductivities of GM, compact bone, and 376 

skin. 377 

Figure 8 reveals a similar dependency of RDM upon the gray and white matter conductivities as for TMS. 378 

The probability density function of the RDM shows only slightly larger values compared to TMS (Fig. 10). 379 

Correspondingly, no strong difference in field shape can be observed when comparing normal and tangential 380 

components of the electric field between the reference and RDM = 0.2. The normalized Sobol indices in Fig. 11 381 

show that the field pattern was again mainly influenced by the GM and WM conductivities and their interaction, 382 

but also that other tissues such as cortical bone (CB) have moderate influence. 383 

 384 
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Standard tDCS 385 

As expected, standard tDCS results in a far more widespread field distribution than focal tDCS (Fig. 5a). Near 386 

the frontal electrode, the field peaked in the sulcal fundi, whereas the highest values occurred on the gyral 387 

crowns for the brain regions close to the central electrode. RSD and VAR were consistently high in the sulcal 388 

fundi near the electrodes (up to 30%), with the Sobol indices identifying the conductivity uncertainties of GM 389 

(~77%), compact bone (~10%), and scalp (~7%) as the main contributors. These findings were confirmed by the 390 

derivative-based sensitivity coefficients (Fig. 6).  391 

The standard deviation of the 98th percentile was about 20.5 % of the mean, thus similar to focal tDCS and much 392 

larger than for TMS. Again, the Sobol indices reflect the findings for the location-wise field magnitudes. 393 

Considering the normal component of the electric field in Fig. 8, it can be observed that conductivity 394 

uncertainties primarily influenced the latter in the sulcal fundi and adjacent walls. Similar to focal tDCS, the 395 

main contributors were the conductivities of GM, compact bone, and skin. 396 

The RDM pattern (Fig. 9) and the probability density function of the RDM (Fig. 10) were very similar to that of 397 

focal tDCS. The shape of the electric field differed slightly between the reference and RDM = 0.2, which can be 398 

explained by the more widespread field distribution in the case of standard tDCS compared to focal tDCS and 399 

TMS. The results presented in Fig. 11 are very similar to focal tDCS, except for a slightly lower influence of the 400 

conductivities of compact bone and skin. 401 

 402 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION  403 

We used a pipeline based on non-intrusive gPC in order to comprehensively characterize the impact of uncertain 404 

tissue conductivities on the magnitude, direction, and overall pattern of the electric field for three exemplary 405 

non-invasive brain stimulation setups. The uncertainty range of field strengths obtained for tDCS (Fig. 7) agrees 406 

well with the results presented in Opitz et al. (2016), Huang et al. (2017), and Huang et al. (2018) obtained by 407 

direct invasive measurements of the fields generated by 1 mA tDCS in patients. 408 

We demonstrated that our approach yields detailed insight into the spatially dependent impact of conductivity 409 

parameter uncertainties on uncertainties of the electric field caused by TMS and tDCS. We found that for all 410 

investigated scenarios the magnitude of the electric field is most affected (Figs. 5-7), while the field direction 411 

and the global field topography are less sensitive to the conductivity uncertainties (Figs. 9-11). In other words, 412 

accurate knowledge of the individual conductivities is much more important for quantitative dosage control than 413 

for targeting [Peterchev et al. (2012)]. Consequently, interindividual conductivity differences could potentially 414 

contribute to the widely observed interindividual threshold differences observed in non-invasive brain 415 
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stimulation (mainly TMS) experiments. We also found that TMS-induced fields are less affected by conductivity 416 

variations than those caused by tDCS. TMS is primarily influenced by uncertainties of the gray and white matter 417 

conductivities, whereas tDCS also depends on the conductivities of compact bone and scalp.  418 

In addition, we identified specific differences between the modalities with respect to the most severely affected 419 

locations on the cortex. For example, the magnitude of the electric field caused by TMS can be predicted 420 

accurately on the gyral crowns (at the field maximum) but is less accurate in the sulcal walls, whereas focal 421 

tDCS is less accurate on the gyral crowns and in the sulcal fundi. For standard tDCS, the main inaccuracy occurs 422 

in the sulcal fundi. 423 

The present work focuses on conductivity variations and not on anatomical inaccuracies of the modeled head 424 

volume conductor. It can be assumed that the latter also strongly contributes to uncertainties in the field 425 

estimates. Specifically, the results presented here point towards a low influence of the uncertainty of CSF 426 

conductivity on the field estimates. On the other hand, Nielsen et al. (2018) (Fig. 6b), have shown clear 427 

differences in the cortical electric fields for two head models that differ in the level of detail used for modeling 428 

the CSF-filled sulci. Taking these two findings together, it can be stated that varying CSF conductivity within the 429 

range reported in the literature alters the field in GM only weakly, while replacing part of CSF by GM in the 430 

model clearly changes the field pattern. 431 

The employed non-intrusive gPC allows for a “black box” approach to the system under investigation. This 432 

ensures maximal generalizability because a closed analytical description of the problem is not needed. The gPC 433 

can be easily post-processed to determine statistical moments or sensitivities. Moreover, large numbers of 434 

parameter combinations can be evaluated quickly, in a Monte Carlo sense, due to the parsimonious polynomial 435 

description of the transfer function to determine the output PDFs. In contrast, direct Monte Carlo sampling 436 

[Toschi et al. (2012)] or parameter grid sampling [Salvador et al. (2012)] of the original transfer function would 437 

require > 10	 FEM simulations for this number of input parameters (6 parameters) to reach the desired 438 

accuracy. Other approaches that seek to reduce the computational effort, such as worst case evaluation 439 

[Thielscher et al. (2011)] or linearization [Santos et al. (2016)], are much more limited in their conclusions. 440 

Gomez et al. investigated the impact of varying conductivities, brain size and coil positions on the induced 441 

electric field in TMS using a collocation-based high-dimensional model representation approach (CUT-HDMR) 442 

[Gomez et al. (2015), Rabitz et al. (1999)]. Their analysis was restricted to the mean and the STD of the electric 443 

field, omitting a detailed sensitivity analysis and any other higher order quantities such as the RDM or the 98th 444 

percentile of the electric field. In contrast to ours and other studies [Weise et al. (2015), Codecasa et al. (2016)], 445 

Gomez et al. (2015) reported that conductivity variations have a negligible effect on TMS operation compared to 446 
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uncertainties in coil position or brain size. However, they assumed very large and uniformly distributed angle 447 

deviations, in a range between 0° and 90°, which potentially obscures the effect of conductivity variation, since 448 

their iterative approach expands the model in terms of the variables with the highest influence. In our study, the 449 

electrical conductivities were modelled assuming bell shaped beta distributions, which are more biologically 450 

plausible than uniform distributions. An advantage of our approach, compared to interpolation methods, is that it 451 

assures orthogonality between the basis functions in the normed spaced induced by the PDFs. Consequently, the 452 

statistical moments and the sensitivities can be calculated directly from the gPC coefficients. The moderately 453 

sized gPC matrix has to be inverted only once to determine all of the coefficients for all of the investigated 454 

points inside the brain. In summary, the proposed approach is advantageous in terms of (i) adaptivity, i.e. it 455 

assists the investigator when analyzing “black-box” systems by adding polynomials to the basis, which are 456 

improving the approximation quality. By avoiding unused polynomials, the number of forward calculations 457 

needed to derive the gPC approximation is reduced significantly; (ii) fast convergence rate (see Supplemental 458 

Material Section S.4); (iii) a stable and efficient error estimator using a k-fold cross validation without the need 459 

for additional model evaluations (see Supplemental Material Section S.4); and (iv) the use of a regression 460 

approach allows to reduce constraints on the set of sampling points when setting up the gPC basis adaptively. 461 

This allows for extra flexibility for expanding polynomials and defining input PDFs. 462 

The proposed formulation allows the direct extraction of uncertainties of, for example, the electric field and 463 

sensitivities towards specific input parameters. These properties enable systematic investigations of systems with 464 

computationally expensive transfer functions (such as the FEM calculation in our case) and large parameter sets. 465 

An important advantage of gPC is that the expansion can be performed with respect to quantities of interest other 466 

than the electric field itself, allowing for uncertainty analyses also for higher-level parameters such as the RDM. 467 

With the information provided by this and similar analyses, the relevance of accurate knowledge of tissue 468 

conductivities for particular stimulation situations can be quantified and research aiming at targeted 469 

measurements of distinct tissue types can be directed. 470 

The gPC yields a highly efficient meta-model of the complex transfer function that can also be used in a variety 471 

of further applications. One further example is optimization studies. Conductivity optimizations, as they were 472 

conducted by Huang et al. [Huang et al. (2017), Huang et al. (2018)], could be solved in a very elegant and time-473 

efficient manner. We could also use the polynomial surrogates to quickly perform MC-based uncertainty 474 

quantification analyses in quantities of interest where gPC does not work well, such as the RDM. 475 

Besides the classical FEM, there are other approaches to calculating electric fields from TMS and tDCS sources, 476 

such as discontinuous Galerkin FEM (DG-FEM) [Engwer et al. (2017)], which have the property of being 477 
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current preserving and are therefore more accurate, especially in regions close to tissue boundaries and where the 478 

skull becomes excessively thin, causing current to leak through the skull compartment. However, as we are 479 

interested in the middle of the tissue, and as when creating the head model we imposed a condition that tissue 480 

boundaries should not overlap. we believe that the increase in accuracy from DG-FEM methods and other 481 

advanced solvers for elliptical PDEs would probably not change the results of the current uncertainty 482 

quantification analysis. In fact, Engwer et. al. noticed in the context of EEG forward simulations that the 483 

difference in accuracy between traditional FEM and DG-FEM is not large when the model is of sufficiently high 484 

resolution (bellow 2 mm), as our model is. However, with such methods the postprocessing steps might be easier 485 

to implement, as the electric field resulting from the calculations is not piecewise-constant. 486 

In conclusion, the presented methodology constitutes a very flexible and efficient tool to assess the reliability of 487 

the predictions of brain stimulation models and to identify the crucial model parameters. This depends on the 488 

particular stimulation configuration and region(s) of interest. Even though the present demonstration is limited to 489 

an initial set of three scenarios, tested on a single head model, our current study reveals important differences 490 

between the simulated stimulation methods that likely generalize across individuals. Furthermore, the method 491 

offers great potential for the characterization of other models as well as other applications, such as model 492 

inversion, for example in EEG/MEG source reconstruction.  493 
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Figure 4: Comparison of the electric field strength (in V/m) in a given position, as a function of gray and 
white matter conductivities, ��� and ���, obtained either from sampling the original FEM model (left 
column) or from sampling the gPC approximation (central column) for TMS (top row), focal tDCS (middle 
row), and standard tDCS (bottom row). Both models were sampled in a uniform grid of 20 x 20 GM and 
WM conductivity points, while the other conductivities were kept constant at their mean values. The 
difference between the original model function and the gPC approximation is shown on the right. The 
electric fields shown correspond to the positions where the mean electric field strength is closest to the 99th 
percentile. 

 494 
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Figure 5: Simulation results of the electric field magnitude ‖�‖ on the middle GM surface. (a) Mean and 
relative standard deviation (RSD) of the electric field strength. In order to compare the different stimulation 
methods, the mean distributions were normalized to their respective maximum values and the RSD 
distributions were determine with respect to the corresponding mean values at each location. (b) Total 

variance (VAR) and Sobol indices Q��O� associated with each tissue type (for tissue abbreviations see Fig. 1a). 
VAR and Sobol indices were normalized with respect to the individual squared maxima of the mean 
distributions of the stimulation modalities to provide comparability. 
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Figure 6: Global derivative based sensitivity coefficients Q��W� of the electric field magnitude E on the 
middle GM surface associated with each tissue type (for tissue abbreviations see Fig. 1a). Blue reflects 
negative relation between tissue conductivity and field strength, and red a positive relation. White reflects 
little to no correlation. 

496 
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Figure 7: Probability density functions of the 98th percentile of the electric field strength for the three 
stimulation methods. This corresponds to a cortical area of 40 cm² (total area 2000 cm²). The distributions 
are normalized with respect to their individual mean in order to provide comparability. The absolute values 
of the mean and the corresponding standard deviation are also provided and color coded accordingly. 

  497 
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Figure 8: Simulation results of the normal component of the electric field on the middle GM surface. 
Inflowing electric fields have negative values and are shown in blue. (a) Mean (b) Total variance (top row) 

and Sobol indices Q��J� associated with each tissue type (for tissue abbreviations see Fig. 1a). VAR and Sobol 
indices were normalized with respect to the individual squared maxima of the mean distributions of the 
stimulation modalities to provide comparability. 

 498 
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Figure 9: RDM as a function of the two most significant conductivities ��� and ��� for TMS (top row), 
tDCS focal (middle row), and tDCS (bottom row). In this particular analysis, the original model function 
(left column) and the gPC approximation (central column) were sampled on a uniform grid of 20 x 20 
conductivity points. The difference between the original model function and the gPC approximation is 
shown on the right. 
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Figure 10: Probability density functions of the RDM for TMS, focal tDCS and standard tDCS. The normal 
and tangential components of the electric field are shown for the reference electric field calculated with the 
average values of all conductivities, and the conductivities that correspond to an RDM of 0.2. It is 
emphasized that the distributions were normalized to their respective maximum values to focus on the 
variability in field shape and not in field magnitude (cf. Fig. 3). 
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Figure 11: Most significant normalized Sobol indices of the RDM for TMS, tDCS and tDCS (focal) 
itemizing the composition of the variance of the RDM (cf. the probability density functions from Fig. 7). 
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